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INSPIRATION 
Provide daylighting and passive heating 
and cooling.

Strive to be affordable, greener, and

more efficient.

Provide aesthetically pleasing, functional
design.

Balance openness and privacy. 

APPLICATION 
Apply screening on floor to ceiling windows 
to allow natural light and privacy.

Incorporate screening as an architectural 
feature to the facade. 
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METAL
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Architectural screens can add a dynamic quality 

to residential facades, providing rhythm and 

scale. 

Reclaimed metal panels and wood from railroad 

trestles were used to create an urban infill 

dwelling conceived by students in a design-

build program at the University of Kansas. 

The home, called 1330 Brook Street, is the 

latest example of Studio 804’s mission to create 

sustainable housing, with the home wrapped 

in insulated metal panels that were salvaged 

from another construction project in town. A 

signature feature of the home is a steel screen 

that lines the southern elevation, and shades 

the home’s glass walls, in turn reducing energy 

costs. 
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WOOD
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Use of screens in residential architecture not 

only filters the sun, but also acts as a privacy 

screen. 

Residence in the Galiliee, designed by 

Golany Architects and located in Isreal, 

overlooks the Sea of Galilee with a sweeping 

view from every room. Slatted shades keep the 

house cool during hot summer days, a simple 

but effective way of adapting the building 

to the environment of the region. The linear 

design of the shutters is clean and modern, 

and is inspired by traditional Mashrabiya 

architecture. Carved wooden latticework 

on the side of buildings has been used in 

architecture in the Mediterranean and Islamic 

world since the 12th century, with the earliest 

examples have been found in Baghdad in Iraq, 

dating from the Abbasid period. IMAGE COURTESY OF GOLANY ARCHITECTS; PHOTOGRAPHY @ AMIT GERON
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VERNACULAR

INSPIRATION 
Desire to incorporate nature into the
home.

Respond to a community’s culture, 
history, and vernacular architecture.

Promote experimentation with 
materials. 

APPLICATION
Reference vernacular architectural form in 
residential design. 

Play with exterior materiality, referencing 
natural forms in the environment. 
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FORM 
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Architects are embracing regionalism and 

cultural building traditions, exploring 

communities’ archetypal home design. 

The Turnbridge Winter Cabin, by design 

studio New Affliiates,  is tucked within 

Vermont’s Green Mountains. Steep, pointy roofs 

and square windows that frame views of the 

landscape figure into this pine-clad retreat, 

and takes cues from the area’s traditional 

architecture, notably the barns, houses 

and sheds. N/A sought to create a design in 

which ‘regularity is interrupted by slight 

misalignments and minor asymmetries in the 

size and placement of architectural details’. 

Encompassing 1,250 square feet, the cabin 

contains living quarters and a painting studio. IMAGE COURTESY OF NEW AFFILIATES; PHOTOGRAPHY @  MICHAEL VAHRENWALD
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MATERIAL 
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Architects are being inspired by local geological 

phenomenons through the playful use of 

materials, space and shape.

The stripy facades of the Stratum House, are 

the result of experiments by architecture office 

STPMJ into how altering the constituents of 

concrete changes its properties. The designers 

attempted to simulate a geological formation 

by casting the concrete walls in layers with 

different properties and mixtures of materials. 

To do this, the project team adjusted the types of 

aggregate, the amount of pigment, and the ratio 

of water to cement used to make the concrete. 

The walls were cast over the course of 22 days, 

with a different mixture used each day. 

VERNACULAR



FLOATING

INSPIRATION 
Push the boundaries of structure and defy
gravity.

Protect existing ecosystem.

Embrace new materials and advanced

technologies.

Use topography as inspiration. 

APPLICATION 
Float a building’s structure above the terrain 
to allow for uninterrupted views. 
 
Place a building above-ground for minimal 
impact on the existing environment. 
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VIEWS

Buildings that are designed on stilts allow for 

‘floating’ spaces above existing landscape. This 

kind of volume can provide expansive views and a 

strong connection to the outdoors.

     

Pine louvers cover the glazed sides of Cabin 

Kvitfjell, designed by Oslo studio Lund Hagem 

Arkitekter. The Y-shaped cabin forks at one end 

to present two large windows towards slopes 

in Norway’s Kvitfjell ski resort. The design is set 

on one of the highest build-able plots in the 

resort, where the sloping terrain is populated by 

birch and pine trees. Batons of timber covering 

the exterior give the interior a less exposed and 

cozier feel, and the slats, which also protect 

a linear terrace, have been treated with iron 

sulphate that will accelerate the greying process 

of the wood. Structurally, the main cabin and 

the annex were built on stilts, raised from the 

ground, in order to touch the ground in the 

‘lightest’ manner possible. 
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ECOSYSTEM

Floating a structure above a previously 

untouched terrain allows for minimal 

disturbance to the existing ecosystem, while also 

pushing the boundaries and creating forms that 

are both complex and dynamic.

Blossoming from the rugged terrain of the 

California desert, Whitaker Studio’s Joshua 

Tree Residence is taking shipping container 

architecture to the next level. The home is laid 

out in a starburst of containers, each oriented 

to maximize views, provide abundant natural 

light or to create privacy dependent on their 

location and use. The structure is atop a rocky 

outcropping where a small gully had been 

created by rushing stormwater. The shipping 

container “exoskeleton” will be raised on 

concrete pilotis, allowing water to continue to 

pass underneath. Exterior and interior surfaces 

will be painted a bright white to reflect light 

from the hot desert sun.
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INSPIRATION 
Incorporate clean lines and fluidity.

Promote design that celebrates the passage 
of time. 

Provide a bold architectural statement that 

promotes a sense of place. 

Connect to the earth’s rotation. 

APPLICATION 
Find inspiration in the moon and sun for 
design. 

Incorporate vegetation that shows the 
passage of the seasons within interiors .  
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SUN 
Designers are using the earth’s rotation as 

design influence, taking interior layouts directly 

from the sun’s path. 

The Sun Path House, designed by Studio 

Christian Wassmann, is a plant-covered extension 

to a bungalow in Miami that is inspired by the 

sun’s path. The standalone structure comprises 

an exterior kitchen on the ground floor, a 

master bedroom on the first story, and a sun 

deck on the roof.  A spiraling, board-formed 

concrete wall forms the core of the home, and 

encases a staircase that provides access to the 

living spaces. Its shape was determined by the 

path the sun takes during the summer solstice 

– the longest day of the year in the northern 

hemisphere, which falls annually on 21 June.
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TREE

Introducing vegetation and natural elements 

within the interior of homes can reduce stress 

and allow residents to experience the passage of 

time. 

The Kyomachi House in Japan’s Shiga 

prefecture was designed by local studio Hearth 

Architects around an indoor garden, which 

is planted with a tree that extends towards a 

skylight. The tall rough rendered walls around 

the garden provide the residents with privacy 

from the street, with two openings that offer 

natural ventilation. The inner walls of the 

garden are also fitted with openings to offer 

views from the spaces inside towards the garden 

and access to daylight. The residents can enjoy 

the change of the seasons and time through the 

symbolic tree.14
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THANK YOU 
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CREDITS
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All photos and content used with Permission

Designers featured:

• Whitaker Studios

• Studio 804

• MAPA Architects

• New Affiliates

• stpmj

• Lund Hagem Architects

• Christian Wassmann

• Hearth Architects


